ABSTRACT

EVI YUWANDA (S1A116037), The Role of Correctional Institutions in Conducting Prisoners (Studies in Penitentiary Class II A Kendari City). Guided by H. Darpin as supervisor I and Taufik as supervisor II.

The purpose of this study is to determine the Correctional Institution in guiding prisoners. The research method used is observation, interview, and documentation techniques. The research’s informer in this study are: Head or Correctional Institutions of Correctional Facilities, Penitentiary Officers, and 6 male prisoners who took part in the formation process, the total number of informants in this study were 8 people.

The results of this study indicate that Correctional Institutions in conducting coaching include: education, skills, and behavior, starting with teaching and learning process, honing skills, and behavior towards these prisoners. The Correctional institution have been provide the best for facilities and infrastructure, but its depends to prisoners who using The Correctional facilities and infrastructure. The prisoners themselves are expected to play an active role in the coaching process.
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